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The assets module 
manages assets:
- list;
- amortization 
schedule;

(it requires the finance 
module)
 

Use the filter to list the 
assets

Export in excel format
Print list of QR codes

Assets

menu

Assets details

Edit data

Manage 
amortization

Delete asset

Create new 
asset

Print QR code



New

Assets

Assets are linked to 
company

Journal asset reference 
(fixed assets)

Attach an image and a 
document (ie invoice or 

warranty)

If HR module is 
available, asset can be 
assigned to employee

Select to allow 
allocation to employee 
recorded under another 

company



New

Once created, an 
asset can be edited 
or deleted. However 
some data cannot be 
changed or deleted if 
amortization is 
recorded

Assets

Newly created asset

Click for details

Click to edit 
data or delete

Print asset data in Pdf

Link to HR



Pdf view

Assets



QR codes print list in 
Pdf format

Assets



QR codes per item

Assets



Amortization

To set amortization 
schedule you need to 
enter the depreciation 
parameters.

Assets

Depreciation 
method or formula

Terms unit: in 
number of years or 
number of months

Term value (I.e 3 - 
yeara)

The residual value 
of asset if any after 

amortization

Click calculate to view the 
amortization schedule

With selected parameters



Amortization 

The calculated 
schedule of 
amortization

Assets
Date of depreciation 

record as per 
accounts closing 

date.

Value to 
record

Record 
status in 
journal

Click 'Save' to 
validate this 

schedule



Assets

Click to 
record this 

depreciation 
in accounts

Amortization 

The saved schedule of 
amortization

Once saved, the 
schedule can be 
recorded in accounts.

You can change the 
schedule until the first 
record is registered in 
journal.

Calculate new schedule 
until the first depreciation is 

recorded in journal



Record of scheduled 
depreciation

Once saved, the 
record will appear in 
the expenses list and 
journal.

Assets Asset detail

Currency

Date of record



Record of scheduled 
depreciation

Assets

Record 
moved to next 

scheduled 
depreciation

References of 
recorded 

depreciation

Schedule editing 
is disabled
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